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Keeping you “in the loop” on the new READ Act requirements!
Literacy Academy Newsletter

Welcome to “The Loop”
Thanks so much for taking the time to read The Loop! This will be a periodic newsletter with
information regarding the new READ Act requirement for K-3 teacher training. We still have lots of
unanswered questions and we hope this newsletter will help us communicate answers as they develop.
Please, enjoy the newsletter as well as the accompanying Foundational Skill Fact sheet.

Literacy Academy Roadshow
We have been traveling to schools to give an initial
presentation regarding the new Literacy Academy
requirement. Check with your principal or TLC about
a time for your school. The following schools have
presentations scheduled:

Additional Roadshow Dates
Missed your school presentation? Come join
us for one of the following informational
sessions at Tesla.


March 10: 1:00 pm, 2:00 pm, OR 3:00 pm

Monroe



March 11: 4:00 pm

Rogers

Madison



March 18: 4:00 pm

Howbert

Queen Palmer

Columbia



March 19: 3:00 pm

Bristol (April)

Martinez (April)

Rudy

Taylor

Henry

Scott

Freedom

Buena Vista

Coming Soon…

Vendor Update…
We are still waiting patiently for CDE
to identify a vendor which will help our
procurement process. Stay tuned….



K-3 Academy Website



FAQ Doc.- information about all
your questions

Rulemaking Update
We are still waiting for the updated READ Act rules to be approved by the State Board of Education.
Approval is expected at the March State Board meeting. These rules will define our requirements for
meeting the intent of the READ Act. If you would like to read a copy of the rules use this link:

READ Act Rules

Foundational Facts
Nonsense Words
Nonsense words are, primarily, an assessment tool used to determine if students are able to apply
foundational phonetic skills to novel, unknown words. These phonemes, typically closed syllable CVC
words, have no meaning in the English language and, therefore, aren’t readily recognized by an early
reader. The teacher is able to cleanly assess the student’s ability to apply decoding/recoding skills to
unfamiliar words– a critical early reading skill.
Occasionally, nonsense words may be used instructionally in blending board activities (Orton Gillingham
protocol) or while teaching syllabification rules for decoding multisyllabic words. Instructionally,
nonsense words allow for isolation of the decoding skill from other tools students might use when
reading an unknown word such as word shape or visual memory.

During Assessment

During Instruction

Assessing nonsense words provides
information on how well a student decodes
common letter sounds and recodes sounds
into phonemes.

Deliberate use of nonsense words allows for
laser focus on a specific phonics decoding
skill or syllabification with teacher support
to mitigate any confusion of psuedowords.

Good Idea
Blending Boards–
manipulating
sounds to practice
a skill

Caution

Not So Great

Nonsense words should never be used as
an independent practice opportunity for
students at home or at school.

Misuse of Nonsense Words Can Lead to…


Confusion for struggling readers who spend a tremendous
amount of cognitive energy decoding. Nonsense words
deprive struggling readers of the self-reinforcing step
of word recognition and confirmation of success while
reading.



Confusion for language learners who are trying to make
sense in a new language. Language learners are already
having to learn new vocabulary and for some, new sounds.
Misuse of nonsense words just makes that process more
difficult.



Interference with assessment validity. If we allow
students to practice nonsense words daily then the pool of
novel words becomes smaller- leading to the question did
the student genuinely decode/recode the word efficiently
or was it a word in visual memory that was practiced
previously?

Nonsense words
on focus boards
Sheets of nonsense
words for practice

So we should provide...


Struggling readers a variety of daily
opportunities to read connected text
that utilizes skills that are familiar
and/or newly acquired. Phrase sheets
and decodable readers are great tools.



English learners a variety of daily
opportunities to read decodable text
and/or text that encourages
rich vocabulary development.



All early readers a variety of daily
opportunities to read and explore both
decodable connected text as well as
grade level text that supports content
knowledge and grade level reading
competencies.

